ROSTERS
4.2.1. All the team`s players taking part in the event should be included in that team`s roster.
4.2.2. Only people included in the team's roster as players have a right to play in the EPPL
events.
4.2.3. No player may appear on more than one team roster in a single division
4.2.3.1. Except if the affiliate league allows players to be rostered in multiple formats in the same
tournament.
th

4.2.4. All teams must submit complete rosters at the registration or by April 30 for event 1. A
player may not be removed from a teams roster after the start of the tournament. Team rosters
will be accepted only after all applying fees have been completely paid.
4.2.5. A player that plays in the same tournament for 2 different teams (unless approved by the
league) will get immediately suspended from the tournament and all the games he has played will
be declared as a loss.
4.2.6. Division rosters will lock 1 weeks prior to the day of the event.

ROSTER SIZE LIMITS: 5Man Raceto D3, 3Man Raceto D4
4.3.1.
4.3.2.
4.3.3.
4.3.4.
4.3.5.

There may be no more than 8 players on a 5Man roster permanent.
There may be no more than 2 players guested on a 5man roster.
There may be no more than 3 staff members on a roster.
There may be no more than 7 players on a 3Man roster permanent.
There may be no more than 1 players guested on a 3man roster.

IDENTIFICATION CARDS
4.5.1.	
  Every participant in the tournament must have a valid Identification Card (I.D.) to participate
in a EPPL sanctioned event. Players must be able to produce their I.D. card at all times on the
tournament grounds when asked by any member of the organization staff. No player will be
allowed to play without showing his I.D. card to the tower at the start of the match before entering
the field.
4.5.2.	
  Only valid I.D. cards and proper credentials will be allowed to enter the “Athlete Restricted
Area”.

4.8 ROSTER CLASSIFICATION LIMITS
4.8.1. Players of any division can play in top division of EPPL – 5man Raceto Division
(D3 or D3/D4)
4.8.2.2 5Man Raceto will be allowed to guest up 2 players from 3man Raceto or 3man
rookie the day of.
4.8.2.3 Players will be classed as a d4 after 1 season if player doesn’t place

4.8.2. 3man Raceto will be classed as D4.
4.8.2.1 3man Raceto will be allowed (1) player from 5man Raceto, who haven’t placed in
the last 3 years. Ranked as a D3/D4
4.8.2.2 3man Raceto will be allowed the remainder of d4 or d5 players
4.8.2.3 3man Raceto will be allowed to guest up 1 player from Rookie the day of.
4.8.2.4 3man Raceto will be classed as a d4 once a season completed

4.8.3. 3man Rookie will be classed as D5.
4.8.3.1 3man Rookie will be allowed (1) player from 3man Raceto, who haven’t
competed more than 1 full season of 3man Raceto ranked as a D4
4.8.3.2 3man Rookie will be allowed the remainder of d5 players
4.8.4. All teams who win their division for the season will be bumped up to the next
division.
4.8.4.1 3man Rookie, those players will be now ranked D4.
4.8.4.2 3man Raceto, those players will be now ranked D4 if weren’t before
4.8.4.3 5man Raceto, those players will be now ranked D3
*These ranking do not include or record EPPL Atlantics.

	
  

